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QUESTION 1 
Which predefined role allows a user to manage all Legal Hold administration tasks? 
 

A. Legal Hold Admin 

B. Legal Notice Admin 

C. System Admin 

D. Collection Admin 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 2 
Folder A containing all documents that have been identified by a keyword search and Folder B 
containing all documents that have been identified as "Junk Mail" have been created and 
populated in a case. The case team wants to find only documents that are in Folder A, that are 
not in folder B. 
How can this be accomplished? 
 

A. select Junk Mail as a source and filter on Folder A 

B. select Folder A and unmark Folder B in Filters pane 

C. search for Folder A in the folders selection on the Basic Search bar 

D. select Folder A under Any of these folders and Folder B under None of these folders 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
What is a search rule when using Basic Search in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? 
 

A. basic searches containing more than one term are run as an "OR" search 

B. enable the stemmed search option to find all variations of keywords 

C. keywords in basic searches are case-sensitive 

D. wildcard searches are unsupported in Basic Search 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
What are two features of the Search Preview when running a keyword search? (Select two.) 
 

A. keywords are highlighted for easy identification 

B. documents are returned listed in Date Order 

C. hit items are listed by Score with items with the highest score listed first 

D. only documents that need to be reviewed will be displayed 

E. production numbers are displayed for producted items 

 
Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
What is Symantec best practice for setting up Automation Rules? 
  

A. only one automation rule per case can be created 
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B. only a System Manager can see automation rules for a case 

C. rules must be scheduled to match the rate of data moving through the review workflow 

D. rules must be scheduled to operate simultaneously on the same data 

 
Answer: C 
 
 
QUESTION 6 
Which two features are available in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 Audio Search? (Select 
two.) 
 

A. words in an audio file are recognized and converted into readable text then indexed for 
conventional keyword searches 

B. it emphasizes how things sound based on the phonetic representation of the pronunciation of a 
spoken word 

C. searches are based on what is probabilistic search technology 

D. it relies on the spelling of the translated text 

E. multiple languages can be indexed simultaneously 

 
Answer: BC 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
A Case Team needs to determine whether to enable Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 to extract 
images from emails and files. 
Which two considerations should influence the Case Team's decisions? (Select two.) 
 

A. extracting images can expand the attachment list during review and export 

B. if image extraction is disabled, images are unavailable for viewing 

C. no indication of whether there are images in a document is given, so extracting images is an 
essential step to ensure they will be reviewed 

D. extracting images is supported for email only 

E. extracting images enables users to apply OCR to the images, thus generating text and making 
the images searchable 

 
Answer: AE 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
What is a requirement for Audio Search in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? 
 

A. each language pack must be purchased separately 

B. antivirus must be enabled to scan all audio search directories 

C. an Identification and Collection license 

D. an Audio Processing license 

 
Answer: D 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
What can be done to improve accuracy when searching audio content? 
 

A. ensure that numbers are entered as digits 
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B. enter a phrase rather than a single word 

C. ensure separate languages are searched separately 

D. enter multiple phrases in a comma-separated single line 

 
Answer: B 
 
 
QUESTION 10 
Which two capabilities are provided in Automation Rules in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? 
(Select two.) 
 

A. items can be found using a saved search and a tag applied 

B. items can be found in a folder and deleted from the case 

C. items can be found with a specified tag and copied to a folder 

D. items can be found from a saved search and re-run post processing 

E. items can be found from a saved search and a keyword search report generated 

 
Answer: AC 
 
 
QUESTION 11 
Which query is a correctly formatted keyword search? 
 

A. finance AND diamond OR (reports w/5 false*) 

B. finance AND diamond OR [reports w/5 false*] 

C. finance AND diamond OR [reports w 5 false*] 

D. finance AND diamond OR {reports w 5 false*} 

 
Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 12 
A legal team wants to perform a search that identifies the term "contract" in the subject field of a 
message except when the word "concluded" is also in the subject field. 
Which query will provide the desired result? 
 

A. +(u_subject:contract)NOT(u_subject:concluded) 

B. +(u_subject:contract)-(u_subject:concluded) 

C. +(u_subject:contract)EXCEPT - (u_subject:concluded) 

D. +(u_subject_fld:contract)-(u_subject_fld:concluded)  

 
Answer: B 
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